LidSaver™ Single Lid Dispenser Delivers Savings, Convenience, and Improved Hygiene.

The LidSaver™ Simply Dispenses a Single Clean Lid When You Open Its Door.

- Tens of Thousands in Use by Leading Convenience Store, Fast Food, QSR, and Theater Chains and Food Service Operations of All Kinds.
- Dispenses More Kinds of Lids Than Any Other Single Lid Dispenser
- Modular System That Offers More Creativity and Flexibility Than Anything on the Market. Combine the LidSaver™ Dispenser With Straw Holders, Napkin Dispensers, or Condiment Organizers.

Our Patented Technology is the Difference!

You can pack the condiments into these value-priced, vertical space-saving cabinet style condiment holders. Clear faceplates keep contents inside pockets and provide convenience for customers.

Reclaim valuable counter space with these combo cabinets.

For lid compatibility information visit: www.vollrath.com
LidSaver™ Single Lid Dispenser

Keeps Beverage Stations Profitable by Virtually Eliminating Lid Waste and by Helping Them Stay Clean, Sanitary, and Attractive to Customers!

The LidSaver™ Outstanding Patented Features:

- Prevent excessive handling, exposure, and contamination of lid inventory
- Eliminate unnecessary cup lid waste
- Meet Federal Mandate #4-90 4.11. Only dispenser on the market that can guarantee single lid dispensing
- Minimize inventory loss and accelerates payback
- Add a high tech appearance to beverage stations
- Keep traffic moving at busy self-service beverage stations
- Make installation easy
- Makes lid size identification easy
- Save labor time - load in seconds and needs less attention. Each dispenser holds approximately 100 lids

Dispenses More Types and Styles of Lids

The LidSaver™ dispenses more lids than any other single lid dispenser:

- cold drink
- hot drink
- tabbed
- slotted
dome
- gourmet coffee
- contoured
- soup cup

How to Order

1. Order in-counter models or counter top models illustrated in this brochure. Custom cabinets are also available. Just send us your ideas or let us know what you need.

2. LidSavers are calibrated for specific lids at the factory before shipping. You are required to provide us with your lid model number(s) and manufacturer(s). *NOTE: A sleeve of lids may be required to factory preset your LidSaver™ before shipping.

3. LidSaver™ items are custom products and are non-returnable.

Range of Lid Sizes the LidSaver Can Dispense

Minimum Lid Size: 2.75 inches / 69.85 mm
Maximum Lid Size: 4.75 inches / 120.65 mm

Not all lids are dispensable. Please see our lid chart at www.vollrath.com

Lid Change Kits - When You Need to Change Lid Models

Easy to install and inexpensive change-out kits are available if you need to change your lid type, manufacturer, or lid sizes.
The LidSaver™ Single Lid Dispenser Keeps Beverage Stations Profitable by Virtually Eliminating Lid Waste and by Helping Them Stay Clean, Sanitary, and Attractive to Customers!

The LidSaver™ Outstanding Patented Features—
- Prevent excessive handling, exposure, and contamination of lid inventory
- Eliminate unnecessary cup lid waste
- Meet Federal Mandate #694.11. Only dispenser on the market that can guarantee single lid dispensing.
- Minimize inventory loss and accelerates payback
- Add a high tech appearance to beverage stations
- Keep traffic moving at busy self-service beverage stations
- Make installation easy
- Makes lid size identification easy
- Save labor time - load in seconds and needs less attention. Each dispenser holds approximately 100 lids

How to Order
1. Order in-counter models or counter top models illustrated in this brochure. Custom cabinets are also available. Just send your ideas or let us know what you need. 2. LidSavers are calibrated for specific lids at the factory before shipping. They are not sold by lid size. You are required to provide us with your lid model number(s) and manufacturer(s).

*NOTE: A sleeve of lids may be required to factory preset your LidSaver™ before shipping.

Lid Change Kits - When You Need to Change Lid Models
Easy to install and inexpensive change-out kits are available if you need to change your lid type, manufacturer, or lid sizes.

Dispenses More Types and Styles of Lids
The LidSaver™ dispenses more lids than any other single lid dispenser:
- cold drink
- hot drink
- tabbed
- slotted
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- gourmet coffee
- contoured
- soup cup
LidSaver™
Single Lid Dispenser
Delivers Savings, Convenience, and Improved Hygiene.

The LidSaver™ Simply Dispenses a Single Clean Lid When You Open Its Door.

* Tens of Thousands in Use by Leading Convenience Store, Fast Food, QSR, and Theater Chains and Food Service Operations of All Kinds.
* Dispenses More Kinds of Lids Than Any Other Single Lid Dispenser
* Modular System That Offers More Creativity and Flexibility Than Anything on the Market. Combine the LidSaver™ Dispenser With Straw Holders, Napkin Dispensers, or Condiment Organizers.

Our Patented Technology is the Difference!

The LidSaver™ mounts directly into counters.

You can pack the condiments into these value-priced, vertical space-saving cabinet style condiment holders. Clear faceplates keep contents inside pockets and provide convenience for customers.

Reclaim valuable counter space with these combo cabinets.